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Little journey to our trip and what we
shared
When I applied for "Back to the Roots" project, I didn't know
anything. I was never to an Erasmus + project and I never even
imagined something
like that existed. So
my expectations were
near zero. But what I
found was
overwhelming and
surprisingly thrilling.
What do you get if
you put together 12
young spirits in the
same condition for a
given time period?
The answer is simple:
joy, creativity and tons
of fun. Someone would argue with a lot of empathy too, but that is an
inside joke. Anyway, along the numerous workshops we did during this
experience, the most touching one had taken place in a sunny park in
Pontevedra city. I ignore the name of this game, but maybe you
already know it. We could call it "Don't touch the water". It's a really
easy one: it consists in getting from one imaginery side of a river to the
other one with the only rule to do not put your feet or hands on the
grass, or the river. Every participants starts with one "stone", a sheet of
paper, on which he or she stands. It will be easy to understand that, to
complete the game, you will have to collaborate with your neighbours.
So basically the game stimulates in a ludic way the team-thinking and
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also forces the participants to compromise with their "colleagues". I
myself found this a deep and touching excercise.
To complete the task, you have to create a bond with perhaps
someone you barely know and try with them to get along. Furthermore
it is not just appealing on the emotional site, since the game force you
to have a skin-to-skin contact with the other participants and
abolishing the so-called "comfort zone", it also demands a hint of brain
thinking and
teamwork. As you can
see in the pictures,
from one big group
at the beginning, two
smaller ones formed
without any
premeditated
intention. The game
kept on and
eventually ended
with everyone
reaching the other
side of the "river".
The game had started. Naturally, two groups had been created.
After that we sat
down and discussed
about our perspective and what our thoughts were.
When I came back home, I wanted to share my experience with
other young people and since I really appreciated this game, I decided
to organize one by myself. Maybe I would have been able to recreate
also for other people this peculiar sensation. So what I did was ask few
friends of mine to meet at a park and in the meantime I brought some
paper sheets. Since we had some papersheets left, we also asked two
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girls that were hanging out there to join us in this game, which they
did. Luckily, this group haven't met yet at that moment so everyone
was new to eachother. After I explained the basic rules, the game
could start. What I found very interesting is, as during the project in
Spain, also here two different groups took shape. While the smaller
group composed of three people that you can see on the left side of
the picture came out really fast with a logical and pragmatic way to
move forward, the
second group on the
right side of the
pictures confronted
several problems,
last but not least the
loss of two paper
sheets, courtesy of
the undersigned, to
make the game
more enjoyable and
not to easy.

Briefly after start, already two groups emerged.

Second group struggeling but staying united.

Eventually, while the
first group pretty fast
reached the other
side without caring
about their partners
of the game, also
the second group
found their way to
bypass the problem
or work together to
solve them.
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Conclusions
After this funny game we sat down and discussed the feelings
and thoughts of the participants. With great surprise I found out that
they shared a very similar experience in comparison to mine. Many of
them had been feeling surprised for discovering such teamthinking
skills, leading the group or giving some directions. The emotional side
of the game affected them as well, as they felt more in touch with the
other even if they just had met.
After this, I informed the participants about the broad
opportunities that European Union gives to you as a young person and
also gave them some advices on how to look for different projects they
would like to participate. Some even were interested in projects for
young entrepreneurs, that we had the pleasure to get to know during
our trip in Pontevedra. Once that being said, we stayed a while
together enjoying a beautiful berliner sunset and the good vibe the
game gave us.

I would like to take the chance to thank our super-prepared and
organised hosts of the project Ana, Maria and Africa; who revealed us
the secret places of a wonderful region and gave us the opportunity to
bond and broad our experience of the world. Thanks from the bottom
of the heart.
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